Grading Scale for Citation Translation

A: Bibliography is correctly labeled for the new style, items are reordered if necessary, and all changes to ordering and formatting of information are made to at least five items. A sample page includes at least two in-text citations that are correctly changed. There may be small, incidental errors.

B: Bibliography includes generally correct changes to ordering and formatting of information. Sample in-text citations include necessary changes. There may be some errors, but none that interfere with usability of citations.

C: Bibliography and sample citations include some appropriate changes, enough to make the target style recognizable. There may be errors, possibly some that interfere with usability of citations. (Or only one of the two pages is submitted, meriting at least a B on its own.)

D: Bibliography and sample citations include some appropriate changes, but the target style is not recognizable, or there are errors severe enough to make the citations unusable. (Or only one of the two pages is submitted, meriting at least a C on its own.)

F: No significant changes made, or changes made that would not be appropriate to any standard style.